
Movies TV and Distracting Opposites 

 

Every time You watch a show They take away The real point of view From the Subject 

 

Have You Noticed It? DAMN IT I still love em though I guess I’ll just eat a grain of salt 

 

Movies, I Wonder why they left out the most important plot from any of the movies they 

make, the truth about aliens, extra terrestrials are the opposite of what they are portrayed 

to be, aliens aren’t from other worlds, there from here, just like the Neanderthal race had 

different dna, so do our native reptilian race, they bread us and used us as slaves and once 

they destroyed there continent of Atlantis (among other names from around the world)  

The chance is 1 in 1,000,000,000,000,000,000 that any world would be more advanced 

then us, and it happened on our own world, family, they’re from here, we came after 

them, they were and still are the more advanced, our aliens have always been the reptiles 

in our lives, it’s the reptiles we thought were God, look at every ancient document, they 

are the reptiles flying around up there , and they’ve always been in league with people 

thru the half breeds(not really half breeds because we are all from their breeding, they 

just told the elites that they were ‘of their breed’ so they’d think they were special), that’s 

the great secret of the second tear of the pyramid, I can not give you any source info, 

never will; Imagine the idea that the what we thought of aliens (flying around ones) from 

thru ought history, were only the reptiles our fore fathers kicked off land for sleeping 

with their daughters, like our black ancestors told us about and where we get our past 

God from like Zeus, He kicked their ass back then and so can we be free.  the stories of 

our God’s like to see the movie telling the story my ancestors were taught thousands of 

years ago about aliens, our black ancestors have passed these,  if you saw things how they 

saw things from their stories passed down you’d see, that the reptiles were lord and 

played a small idea of they’re God psyche, anything was a God, but it wasn’t our first 

God, God was, They had to keep stealing the idea of God so we’d not see that these ‘from 

our world’ alien-reptile race of being saying they created us and we’re our Gods, these 

aliens were the reptiles, the annaki (among many other names), coming from Mu (among 

many other names of nations), And from these can the all encompassing first and most 

secretive secret societies, where all others, and religions, corporately owned under ‘the 

demon clans’ (among many other names like anything having to do with blood ritual, 

orders of snakes or secrecy, especially anyone of the Dragons sign families), funny that 

they are not like dragons except for when they are blood ravaging your children, and a lot 

different on how they’re killed, you just got to find them, underneath the outer shell of 

the earth, from the caves they have these family of bi-breeds (HAHA)(like bush’s, and 

did you know that every single one of our presidents were all kin to one king long ago, 

look it up, there’s even a video, next come the multiple clan families, who are they’re 

lord’s (huh, all makes sense now doesn’t it, shit rolls down hill and 99.9 o/o of us are the 

grains of sand holding it up, all we need do is let go of they’re money, since their all in 

charge of everything ‘financially’ anyway, research all angles of the bible story ‘in the 

beginning’, these were most precious document’s that why they needed to keep them but 

it gives them away, they are from the snake, and they needed to keep being as one, until 

we let them change it, AND a good chunk of my proof is, Why haven’t they ever pointed 

a telescope at Nibiru????!!!!    



 

THE REST OF THIS IS CUT AND PASTED AND IN NO PARTICULAR ORDER 

 

12-9-12 I just watched a commercial about American Idol and it was all about everyone’s 

dreams ‘do come true’ Well that’s the opposite of truth ONE persons dream comes true 

Every ONE time a year And I bet thousand of kids are watching And planning to win 

Instead of knowing the Fact That they will actually have to work for a living False Hope! 

 

The funny thing about The big bangers Playing rock paper scissors lizard spoke Is They 

talk about Each of them continuing To pick spoke But didn’t realize To just pick lizard 

Weird about this show I’ve watched 8+- episodes And they’ve never talked about aliens 

And of course Now that it’s sold it on tv That there is live on mars NASA can say it too! 

Even though there ISN’T 
 

Skip the rest of this document And go to the next It’s mindless B.S and I need your minds 

some where else right now Make sure You Turn off the mindless B.S. of the news and tv 

shows too And get back to reading this After you win the battle of freedom OK? OK! 

 

Here’s how men should look at a woman, ‘Sabrina is the savior’. Lioness can change, 

you can finally become a man, the benefits are greater if you do too, I get head like you 

won’t believe, let your woman be in charge too and see how well they’ll keep you happy.  

 

I just scanned and found the end of a stargate sg1 episode Where the main dude Told a 

pilot That ‘no one was ready to know about aliens yet’ I’m thinking Why Not? But I 

know the answer It’s We aren’t ready to know That aliens are really a race of lizards!! 

 

The best thing about Hidalgo is that Frank T. Hobkins won 400 long distance races, that 

is a bad ass American mix, blood isn’t pure, or mixed blood is just better, how ever you 

want to take it, another best thing is you get a more real view of the American Indian 

plight, I’ve parted with them before too and you elite families got nothing in them for 

who they are and how they live or what they’ll do for the love of the family. They just 

don’t have the means like you. So they end up in your jail…  this should be our warning, 

it was not Americans doing this, we have always been owned by the foreigners, I would 

have never killed Indians, I would have published they’re real situation and started 

protesting over it, these same killers of the Indians are now doing it to us, on our own soil 

from within cause our politicians are selling us to a situation that they have been talked 

into, they’ve been lead down a road and they don’t know it’s actually for the bad, I want 

world peace too but there are very easy ways to go about it, easy ways to go around it, 

but we’re sold, just like slaves from our past just like reservations in our future. 

 

You can’t call me anything other then a true American believer when my favorite movie 

is ‘The Hudsucker Proxy’. Sometimes the things we so strongly believe in are actually 

what makes us weaker when some of those who participate in it take advantage of it, 

capitalism was great from our ‘achievements’ point of view, but a great percentage of us 



aren’t going to go anywhere with it, capitalism leads us to where we are now, and only 

the already strongest will become only the stronger. As I told you before, they aren’t 

trying to take capitalism from the U.S., the whole world is capitalist, they are trying to 

take freedom from us, and the demons are using capitalism as their economical ‘terrorist’.    

 

My second favorite movie is the Majestic, and I cry proud tears every time Mr. Appleton 

gives his speech in front of congress.  

 

I don’t know many things, and one of them is pertaining to the communism hunt they had 

in old time Hollywood, was it the new world order they were black listing and running 

out of town, or was it innocent men whom were getting ran out of town by a staged hunt 

orchestrated by the new world order? Anyone know? One thing I know for sure is it 

wasn’t about communism. It was a take over, and now a day’s, they’d be calling them 

terrorist! Well, I do know exactly what happened, it was a new world order take over of 

the movie industry, they had to get rid of otherwise ‘patriots’, and put in their own crew 

so they could propaganda the hell out of us and take all the movie money for them selves. 

It was a witch hunt against good men and it put the ‘real witches’ in power, and they’re 

still there.  

Movie propaganda: the understanding you’d get from watching movies these days is a 

extra special person or outside addition to the story can and does eventually achieve the 

goal of destroying the evil empire, and allowing freedom to happen again. Don’t believe 

this crap, WE can defeat them. Their spacecrafts work by ‘types’ of electromagnetic 

fields, which you can find and destroy. And just like us a bullet or blade can wound them.  

“It is natural to man to indulge in the illusions of hope,” Patrick Henry. It’s natural 

because we are trained this way, and if confronted by small disasters even the strong will 

instantly have fear and give up hope before trying to do anything about it. Do not fear 

them, redirect your thoughts, they are secretive for a reason, they fear you too! 

 

In virtually every movie about war, politics, national pride or a fight against terrorism 

made in the 20
th

 century you are all propaganda based on a trained exercise of your fears. 

They each tell the story of a bad guy or nation coming to get your freedom. Russians, 

terrorist, Muslims are talked about most; but their villainess isn’t warranted in the truth of 

which they are portrayed. Sure a lot of them have become this way but it’s for a reason 

which we are not told about in the real news media. They are freedom fighters, real 

freedom fighters hopelessly being attacked by the same forces which are taking freedoms 

away from us here in the states. There is a real enemy of freedom and here they are: CFR, 

CEA, the Vatican (including the popes and the lot), the money families, etc.. we should 

all be on the same side here but we’re trained to hate them because they are to ‘blame’ for 

everything, when they are even trying to save us from them. When you watch ‘some of 

all fears’ you’d get a sense that there are a few men who want to create great nations to 

fight against each other to destruction, when in fact it is not just a handful of rogues 

wanting their country to come out better because of this, it is more like ‘many rogue men’ 

who are wanting to conquer the whole world by causing wars between the nations. The 

opposite can be seen in the Ryan character, he may be lead to do actions in which he is 

making America safe for his family, but he won’t be controlled by America’s ‘saviors’, 

he is controlled by America’s destructors. His good intentions will be used against him 



and his hope will be the arm of deceit as he leads us to war. I’m not saying the agents of 

the CEA are bad, but their leaders are, they work for the bad guys!, NOT AMERICANS! 

And as you will see if you watched congressional hearing around march 6-8 (cant 

remember exactly), you’d see the secretary of defense telling congress that the elected 

members of the united states do not have any power over ‘if war happens or not’ any 

more (along with telling us that we actually have no power at all under our old 

constitution), “the world gov’t will let us now if we are going to war, and we will come 

back to you and let you know where you will send the check for it”. We’ve given the 

United States power away to a foreign fascist dictator, the secret world government. Did 

you hear anyone screaming about getting the constitution back on track? Or did you hear 

them mention that this is just an argument over the branches of gov’t and who does what? 

It’s insulting to me how blatant the news misleads us when they already know that we’ve 

been taken over. How come these news agency’s act like they are the protectors of 

American freedom when they hide the facts about how there is no way to ever get us 

back on track except thru voting someone else in, they say ‘to end this craziness we must 

vote for this other guy”; well, voting is a fraud, both sides are involved in this and if you 

knew what I knew about it, you’d be up in arms already, years ago! Time after time in 

these movies we rally around the American flag and save ourselves for freedoms sake. 

But it is B.S., the real terrorist is the secret world gov’t, our gov’t and these ‘terrorist in 

the movies’ are the ones trying to ensure our freedoms, the complete opposite of the 

movies plot. All except for those like ‘the patriot’, who tells us the real enemy, the 

aristocratic - future land owners with the power of the monarchy (money families) behind 

them, who want to squash America’s ideas of freedom and take their money. Here are the 

same real terrorist, the British aristocrats who own our news stations, by telling us their 

propaganda. You are suckers if you believe that fox, msnbc and cnn are on America’s 

side, they lead the charge of our demise by the lies they tell and the divide and conquer 

they trick us into. If a nuclear bomb goes off in America, it wasn’t trying to kill the 

president (like in the movie), it was our president that set it off (unlike the movie). 

 

Independence Day is a great movie, but can you imagine it if our ‘leaders’ were on the 

aliens side? That’s what we’re up against. Even though the aliens aren’t that powerful, 

and they’ll probably use the robots against us, since they are pussies; they can still be 

beat, and they know it. (There are robots they plan to use on mankind, they had us build 

them to use against us, and I’ve seen them in action too..!) When the presedent stands in 

front of the large computer screen and says “we’re being exterminated”, he’s telling the 

truth, we are! 

 

Another opposite is global warming, for ever how much we have warmed it, the planet is 

getting colder, the ice age is coming, it is a fact, but they pay people to say otherwise 

(I’ve been in those meeting also), you are all considered suckers to them, & Gore knows.   

 

There are two truths about the brave heart movie, the nobles will sell you out, the same as 

our new nobles, like the music and movie industry, they are doing this to us now, they 

only have a stupid trap they can sing-act with is cause our masters gave them a stupid 

trap do to so, and when payback time comes, they sale it to us, whenever the enemy 

needs them too, even the ones who don’t know, you’re working for the enemy, but 



thinking they’re good. Wake up Alex, Angelina and Madonna. Are you ignorant to this or 

are you a part of it?  And the other is when the king talked about bringing back an old 

custom, prima nochte (spl), our masters let another clue slip out, this is how we all used 

to be born when we were their slaves on MU, Atlantis; we were separated even then into 

clans around the outside of the uni-world continent, the Orientals were there, so were the 

blacks and whites, middle easterners; everyone was engineered from within their 

individual clan, and the Lords (leaders given the rite by reptiles) has first night duties (not 

privilege too, but duty to) to make sure healthy workers were born, if the stud didn’t work 

out, we got a new lord. This is how we have become so different, we were all one clan at 

first, one ‘lucky’ HA ape and his family figured something out and they lived a little 

differently from the other animals, the lizards took notice and ‘hired’ (enslaved) us for 

free to work for them, that is what it was like in the beginning, that’s what it’s turning out 

to be again, look at the news, soon we will all be born from single genealogy, ALL slaves 

 

 

As far as I figured out All you ‘better then us’ actors and ‘hotter then us’ actresses, don’t 

mean a thing to me, the only good actors are the kids, cause once you grow up you put 

your mind to something, just like everyone else does, any one of us could do what you do, 

we’re not the stupid ones living the ‘better then everyone’ lies, and are the real smart 

people, we’re the smart ones, you’re lucky ones. We need to stop following any of them, 

let’s put everyone in their place, let’s boycott them until they learn humility, real humility.  

 

I’ve only watched the end of national treasure once, most times I get online or hit a book 

and do some research, the smartest man in the world gathers little moss when he’s 

learning everything about anything. 

 

One amazingly cruel way movies lie to you, is when they show you who you will never 

be and what will never happen to you. I get caught up watching nickelodeon, for you 

know why; and I see all the happy kids living in a relatively free world, when our masters 

are planning the complete opposite for us, there’s won’t be a life we see on T.V., that’s 

our life!!!!!!, what’s next is their lives and how they want to run it, and last I knew the 

secret societies, new and old, live off of debauchery and blood ‘something or other’, there 

T.V will be us fighting for our lives in rings with felons, where it’s only cool when 

you’re not in it. WE will be the slaves, go nowhere, see nothing; and where pleasures are 

enacted from stooge-ship. The fake lives in these shows are not supposed to show us as 

the losers, even though we make fun of a lot of the losers, it’s a double whammy on our 

psyche, it’s too good to be true. Because it is, it’s a fake life is what there selling to us. 

Sad, 99 o/o of those leading the industry know exactly what’s coming our way, cause 

they are the major leaders of the propaganda machine, and if there was a 1 o/o who didn’t 

want to go along with it, they sure weren’t able to tell us the truth; that things they write 

about ‘WILL’ comparatively happen, in devastating movie style, and no way out this 

time.  

 

Another opposite is the ‘phoenix lights’ I was visiting, a certain area in phoenix (pre 

warned of the event) and saw them from very close up, All they were saying is people 

were seeing ‘lights’, when in fact it was an almost mile wide, slow flying and low the 



ground space craft in the shape of a V, that happened to have lights on it. I felt so 

embarrassed for the Phoenicians when their governor was forced to came on the news 

and make fun of them. I won’t tell you why it was there; just know that it had to be 

covered up in this way. It’s lame that you are made to feel stupid for seeing and talking 

about what you saw. Disgraceful.  

 

Another opposite: on this one episode of family guy, they broke a bottle of alcohol and 

all these AA’ers went down to the ground with desperation in their eyes and rank it up. 

When the truth of it is they wouldn’t drink it at all, any one of the other people would 

drink it before anyone in AA did. If they have a few months sober anyway, the week 

become strong over time, but without a bottom the seemingly strong are all week. 

 

The opposite of The Office is No one ever thinks or talks about watching themselves or 

the show If it is supposed to be a taped live show They’d be cocky and working it  

 

 


